
Widen the scope of enterprise collaboration 
Workshare is a secure environment for enterprise 
collaboration that lets knowledge workers easily 
share and review documents. Workshare brings 
together the best collaboration, comparison and 
document synchronization tools to save time, 
avoid costly errors, secure delivery and storage, 
and protect corporate assets. 

Workshare Desktop Sync integrates Windows 
or Mac OS with your Workshare collaboration 
team, showing when collaborative parties are 
online viewing or making changes in real time, 
giving you full insight into the collaboration 
process as it progresses.

Simplify sharing 
Sharing files takes just a few clicks, and 
managing files and folders is as simple as 
drag and drop. 

A simple step-by-step guide helps you set up a 
shared collaboration environment, making it 
easy to invite collaborators to preview the file, 
review and make comments, or, with 
permission, download, work on and manage 
new versions, before selectively syncing 
changes back to Workshare. Files, folders, 
comments and more are synchronized between 
Workshare and your desktop as collaborators 
switch from online to offline, and back again.

Key Features

• Integrate your Windows or Mac
OS desktop with your Workshare
collaboration environment

• File, folder, comments, and more
are synchronized between
Workshare and your desktop as
you go offline and get back online

• Seamless integration with
desktop programs; save to
Workshare directly from the
programs you use every day

• Secure, controlled access to files 
with encrypted authentication

• Assign send-specific actions such
as password protect, time limit, or
return receipt to collaborators

• Browse, share, and update files
and folders in a few clicks; drag
and drop multiple files

• See in real time when
collaborators are online viewing or
making changes

• Work on and organize multiple
folders and multiple files in up to
700 file formats

• Industry-leading comparison
technology for accurate, fast
collaboration

• Securely managed file exchange
(128-bit SSL) and store (256-bit
SSL)

Workshare makes it simple for individuals and team members to work together, 
review, compare and collaborate on documents securely. Now Workshare Desktop 
Sync brings collaboration into your Windows PC or your Mac environment to 
simplify collaboration and shorten review cycles.

Workshare Desktop Sync makes sending files secure, makes synchronization simple, 
and gives you real-time insight into the updates, comments, and access of your 
reviewers.
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• Secure and effective
collaboration both online and
offline

Figure 1: Desktop user interface
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About Workshare 
Workshare is a leading provider of secure enterprise file sharing and collaboration applications. 
Workshare allows individuals to easily create, share and manage high-value content anywhere, on any 
device. Workshare enhances the efficiency of the collaborative process by enabling content owners to 
accurately track and compare changes from contributors simultaneously. Workshare also reduces the 
commercial risk posed by inadvertently sharing confidential or sensitive documents. More than 1.8 
million professionals in 70 countries use Workshare’s award-winning desktop, mobile, tablet, and online 
applications. For more information visit 
www.workshare.com or follow Workshare on twitter at www.twitter.com/workshare.

Seamless integration with your desktop     
As well as providing a rich collaboration 
environment from the program itself, Workshare 
Desktop also links Workshare directly to the 
programs and applications you use every day. 
Documents and changes can be saved to 
Workshare without leaving your familiar 
workspace, making syncing and saving simple 
and transparent.

The extensive file format understanding and 
cutting-edge technology at the heart of 
Workshare mean you can work on and organize 
files in up to 700 file types.

Workshare also works on all your devices, so 
Desktop Sync, the Mobile App and web 
access to your files make it easy to move 
seamlessly between your PC, laptop, tablet, 
or any other browser-enabled mobile device. 
With Workshare, your documents and 
comments travel with you.

Industry-leading comparison 
Workshare features the industry’s leading 
patented comparison technology, which allows 
you to see at a glance what’s new or changed, 
quickly compare documents and text-based 
PDFs, work faster by reviewing changes by 
category, and compare one document to 
multiple versions of another.

Secure, controlled access to content 
Providing collaborators secure access is simple 
and controlled with a few clicks to choose who 
to send the link to and the type of link, as well as 
the file permissions they’ll have. Collaborators 
follow links to files hosted in the cloud on 
Workshare online. Document owners can then 
assign security permissions such as password 
protection, time-limits or return receipts, and are 
alerted when changes or new comments are 
made.

Workshare Desktop protects your company’s 
confidential and sensitive content and manages 
file storage intelligently. The flow and storage 
of account data is encrypted by 128- or 256-bit 
SSL. To protect against interception or theft, 
file exchange is encrypted whenever files are 
transferred between your desktop and the cloud. 
Encryption is also applied to all authentication 
steps, meaning secure, controlled access to 
files for only your chosen collaborators.

System Requirements

• Windows 7 (32 bit and 64 bit)

• Mac OS X Lion

• Mac OS X Mountain Lion
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